IKI news – Climate and biodiversity financing in practice

The International Climate Initiative (IKI) of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (BMU) has been financing climate and biodiversity projects in developing, newly industrialising countries and in the transition countries since 2008. The IKI supports efforts towards a comprehensive global climate agreement, forms part of the German climate financing, and fosters synergies between climate protection and biodiversity conservation. Read more about how this innovative form of climate and biodiversity financing works and which projects the initiative funds.

NEWS FROM THE PROJECTS

Environment Mobile on Tour in Albania
Four Albanian teachers use the FiKiBio Environment Mobile to tell school children about climate and environment conservation.

Picking up on sustainable room ACs
Experts discuss ways to unlock the uptake of climate friendly air conditioners in the European market.

Going beyond official requirements: Viet Nam commits to its NDC
Viet Nam is reviewing and updating the country's NDC, taking its international commitment on climate change to the next level.

EVENTS

CBD COP 14
17 - 29 November, 2018
Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt
https://www.cbd.int/conferences/2018

UNFCCC COP 24
3 - 14 December, 2018
Katowice, Poland
http://cop24.gov.pl/

Would you like to promote an event in the IKI newsletter? Please send a message to: Communications@z-u-g.org
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Take a look at the publication section on our website

IKI publications
10 Years IKI
When climate protection helps save costs – Mexico’s transition to a low-carbon water sector

Two water and wastewater utilities are leading the way towards a sustainable and low-carbon urban water sector in Mexico by implementing the WaCCliM approach.

Scaling up forest and climate protection

The recently finished ForClim project in Panay provided the Philippines with a model for scaling up forest protection nationwide.

'Green' hydrogen beckons for Chilean industry

Chile's second international hydrogen conference brought together 34 experts from 13 countries to discuss sustainable and climate-friendly production and use of hydrogen.

Innovative ideas to drive NDC implementation

Through a series of workshops, the IKI NDC Cluster has succeeded in formulating concrete approaches for addressing some of the crucial challenges in NDC implementation.

Using native tree species to restore dunes in Viet Nam

A new International Climate Initiative (IKI) project on ecosystem-based adaptation (EbA) is focusing on the restoration and co-management of degraded dunes and mangroves in Viet Nam’s North Central Coast region.

Strengthening Ocean Governance

10 Years IKI

Conservation and Sustainable Use of Oceans, Seas and Marine Resources
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Achieving goals together
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MITIGATING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
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ADAPTING TO THE IMPACTS OF
Modeling catastrophes in the Philippines and Bangladesh

Floods in the Philippines and cyclones in Bangladesh will soon be better insurable thanks to a new open source platform for catastrophe models.

Chile plans to close coal-fired power stations

With the aim of reducing its CO2 emissions by 30% by 2030, Chile has set up a multidisciplinary commission to oversee its shift away from coal.

CLICK! for conservation

WWF-Malaysia introduces Panda CLICK! - an innovative and interactive conservation approach for rural communities in the Malaysian State of Sarawak.

First Francophone forum on the NAP process

The first Francophone forum on national adaptation planning (NAP) was held in Benin. It brought together experts and policy-makers from eleven countries.

Learning with Global Ideas

Multilingual learning packs are supporting environmental education for children and young people around the world.